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Gor20a, Hae16, Hal19, Haw18, Hjo17a, How17, Jon17, Kos20, O’H18, Ols16,
Rhe17, Saw19, Sec17, Soe18, Web20, Whi17, Zha19, Zim17, Kos21, Sal20].
**Presenting** [MZA17]. Presentations [OGL19, GBL+18, KTS+16, Min16].
**Preservation** [PhD20, KMD16, MMB17, Min16, Sal20, Fra21].
**Preserving** [CA20, Cus15, VS14]. **Presidential** [BYSB16].
Press [BI17, Bat21, Ben18, Bow19a, Bow19b, Cle18, Con20, Dut20, FJ19, Fro17,
Gor20a, Hae16, Hal19, Haw18, Hjo17a, How17, Jon17, Kos20, O’H18, Ols16,
Rhe17, Saw19, Sec17, Soe18, Web20, Whi17, Zha19, Zim17, Kos21, Sal20].

**Preventing** [St.17, WWB21]. **Prevention** [KP18]. price [Lin14a]. primary
[CRGG17, Hof17]. **primary** [Aji17]. **primary** [Smi17b]. **principal**
[GRSFV15c]. **principal-agent** [GRSFV15c]. Print [KIMM17, Fro21, ZK14].
**prints** [LSM+14]. **priorities** [Sko18]. **prioritization** [dSMdAGQ15, STF19].
**priority** [RVdAGP21]. Privacy [HH14, LK20, VJH15, BR20, CS15b, Esk20,
Fox20, JAG+20, KCK16, LS14, MS16, MK15, QHH20, RDS20,
RB14, SB16, SSR+20, SK14b, TMBA20, VGN20, VOB15, VS14, VXN18,
WXLBO15, Wu19, WVZ20, ZVW20], privacy-preserving [VS14].
privacy/privacy [SSR+20]. private [LWB16]. **private** [LWB16]. prize
[FN17b, LR14, FW17]. **prize** [FN17b, LR14, FW17]. Prizes [RN16].
**Probabilistic** [TZK20, LWL+18]. **probabilities** [Ko15].
**Problematic** [Sin16]. Problematizing [H17]. Problems
[Cox14, HB16, KYFZ15, MB14, She16]. **procedure** [Sin15]. **process**
[AdUCDPH19, CHJ20, JPF16, Kin15, Lop14, MB20, PMSA14, ZZ20,
SHGI16, TWB+18, WN15, ZS14a, ZXPS18]. **processed** [HBS15]. **Processes**
[Jor19, Sav18a, CCP15, KSL19, LGD20, PB15, TK17d]. **processing**
[JWJ+19, Li14a, PSB16, VAGR15]. **Produced** [Sea20]. **product** [LXLL14].
production [RH21, Yan16]. **Productivity** [SKZ+14, BS17]. **products**
[GN17, LB14]. **Program** [Mar16, ZY15]. **programmatic** [HL16]. **programmers**
[SCIF20]. **Programming** [Cle18]. **programs** [SP17, WWB21]. **project**
[CBAL15, SHW+15]. **projects** [SSC17]. **promises** [HCKH15]. **promoted**
[MPB+20]. **promotion** [BDH17]. **Proof** [SR14]. **Propagations**
[PS20, CML+15, JGY+19]. **propensity** [MWD17]. **Proper** [Zit17, Rou15].
**properties** [Bar14, PS14a]. **Property** [Med15]. **proportion** [BDMA14].
**proportions** [CKR14]. **Proposals** [Fia14]. **proposals** [SR15]. **Proposed**
[MM18, WFRN14]. **protect** [Fox20, VXN18]. **Protecting** [Bow19b].
**protection** [CBH16, QHH20, WLZ+20]. **protocol** [DMR+17].
**protocol-driven** [DMR+17]. **prototype** [MZA17, WB15]. **provenance**
[MWMB18, TWB+18]. **proverb** [ZGBP17]. **provide** [KISS15, VS14, ZMJ14].
**provider** [KCK16, TBP+15]. **Providing** [Sav15a]. **provincial** [LPU15].
**provision** [Min16]. **proximity** [BCZ14, HWZ20]. **proxy**
[OMTSLC15, Rou16]. Pruning [KMC20]. Pruning-Based [KMC20].

pseudo [PHH+20, YH16]. pseudo-relevance [PHH+20, YH16].

pseudocollaboration [GISW15]. pseudonyms [Ior14]. pseudorelevance [THC15].

PSI [LWL+18]. psychological [EAB17, EA18, MYK15].

psychology [McC15]. Public

[CO18, Ano17n, CZ16, CS15b, DTDT21, DAT+14, Eck18, GJ16, JGCR15, KISS15, KCZ+14, LWB16, LML16, MM20, PG20, Sto20, ZZLS16].

c经销商 [PG20]. public/private [LWB16]. Publication

[Ano14, CBvEW18, GRH+17, MBBL14, SRM+17, SF17, AdUCDPH19, Bor16a, CL14, GB19b, Hsi17, JLC16, Kim19a, PSB16, PSB17, Pra15b, SRYL17, SHMC17, YHL+21, SMAB09]. publications [Bor14d, BM15b, BTMS16, CC16, Chi19, Cri15, DFB14, FDC20, Fas18, HPLC19, HDZ+15, MSdGS19, MT18a, Mil14, SC17, XZ+19, ZCW17, ZYL18]. publish

[Hal14, Jam17, NE17]. Publishers

[Agu18, Aji17, ZGCB15]. publishes [XHC+15]. Publishing

[All19, Ama19, Clo18, Col17a, Col17b, Dor19, Erd18, Fre18, Hay18, Hsv18, Jul20, Mat20, Pan21, FMG16, Jam17, Jam20, KIH16, KGP+20, MO20, Moo20, RA14, RD16, RJS+17b, Sil20, vLTW18]. PubMed

[LDK+14, RL15a, Sch18, SKZ+14]. purchase [CJ16b, JL18, KTZ20, Shm18].

Q&A [CS16b, JDHL17, Sav15a, SWSZ19, ZPL+20]. QA [LCSL15]. Qatar

[Ama19]. QS [DBBJ16]. Qualified [Hal19, Mir14]. qualitative

[Fas18, ZS20]. qualities [BL14]. Quality

[HH19, ZSX15, Bor17, BH15, Cho15, DGCC17, JW17, LL17, MO20, PMSA14, PS14a, Pet19, Pra14d, Rou16, SSdMCM20, SHW+15, Tsi16, WL20, WvdHS16, YCL10, YH16, Zha14b, ZvSvB14]. quality-aware [YH16]. Quan

[Hay18]. Quan-Haase [Hay18]. quantification [HH19]. quantify [WL14b].

Quantifying [NLFM19]. Quantitative [MH18, SRG+16]. Quantity

[Pra14d]. quantum [BRS15]. querier [KZB17]. Queries

[TCP15, THL17, BS+14, HT17, RCM+17b, SAB+18, SYG17, VC15].

Query [BST15, SSZ14, THWS14, AS14, ATKD+17, CDGN15, JKS+16, KBD+14, KWR20, KZH17, Lew15, LZSW17, LJJH17, PDM14, RJK20, SY20, Sm17a, Sm17b, SFB+14, TPR17, XLL16]. query-biased [BST15].

Query-performance [SSZ14]. Querying [All19]. Question

[BR16, LS18, BK19, LCSI15, LJ17, Lue20, SMRR16, Wes15, ZLZG14, dRR15]. question-answering [LCSI15]. questionnaire [TLA+16]. questions

[BVd16, CS16b, DMR+17]. quickly [MT18a].

R [Aji17, O'C16, Rou17, vR17a, RL15a]. Raan [Hjo17b]. rabbit [MB20].

Race [Er18]. radiology [wKY17]. Raf [Dor19]. Rafael

[Agu18, Fou19, MS19, Uns18]. Raghava [All19]. Rain [SHG16]. Rainie


[AWC18, BM14c, GNVQdMA16, OA15, SGV14, TW16a, XLL16, YH16, ZMJ14, ZGCB15, ATKD+18]. rank-oriented [AWC18]. Ranking
ATKD^+18, Hal14, KS14b, AD15, CML^+15, DD16, DBBJ16, Hal17, HM18, JSY^+16, JJC19, LWL^+18, SKL17, BdMA14, Egg14a, MD15, PRRC18.

ranking-oriented [CML^+15]. rankings

AGMR18, BELR16, Bor14c, DB17a, LBMD19a, SB18, ZS16, BM15a,
Raphael [Cho19]. Rasmussen [Pan21]. rates [BM15b, OY15, TM20].
[BCZ14, CZZY15, FSPC16, LRB19, Lue15, 0JW+21, RPK16, RPK17].**Relationships** [RB18b, Eng17b, Epi14, JWJ+19, JSW14, LSM+14, LRB21, RYEP18, ZZL17, Mil14]. **Relative** [LBW19a, Cri15, BH17b]. **Relevancy** [JWJ+19, JSW14, LSM+14, LRB21, RYEP18, ZZL17, Mil14]. **Relevant** [LBW19a, Cri15, BH17b]. **Relevance** [RH17b, Eng17b, Epi14, JWJ+19, JSW14, LSM+14, LRB21, RYEP18, ZZL17, Mil14]. **Reproducibility** [LBW16, VR17b]. **replies** [QSH14, wYKY17]. **repertoires** [CLSS14]. **Replicability** [LWB16, VR17b]. **replies** [ZLF20]. **reports** [QSH14, wYKY17]. **repositories** [AGGTGL18, Bjo14, PMSA14, PSB+14, SZZ14]. **repository** [FSPC16]. **represent** [SJL19, TD15]. **Representative** [Lew15]. **Representing** [BAK+17, FW19, Vec14]. **republication** [Pet19]. **reputation** [CB15, RVdAGP21]. **Request** [LK20]. **Requests** [Zem17, HT17]. **requirements** [Eng17a]. **reranking** [FT17]. **Research** [Agu18, BI17, Bud17, CA20, GD18, HCKH15, Hay18, HWZ20, HCS21, May16, RN16, She16, She17, SV20, SBA+15, SHW+15, TWB+18, WC14, Yan15, Zit15, AD15, AGBK19, Ano14, BC16, Bor15c, BTMS16, BVd16, CH16, CKL16, Col17b, CJ16b, CKLP17, DPHP17, DJ20, DM14, DTW16, FMP16, FSPC16, GRBCS15, GW18, GRS16, GVB17, HGCKDR16, HHW15, JdR17, Kel21, Kim15, KT14b, KT17b, KKZS20, LBM19a, Lia17, LYWF14, Lue15, Mak20, MBRL14, Mat15, Mat20, MHMW17, MOM+15, MH15, MTHL15, MBD15, NGTKR15, NILCP15, OK16, OMM+14, OY15, PRRC18, PG20, SMAB09, SB18, SB15, SMYL15, SS14b, SR16, SWL18, ST16b, TSY15, TW16a, TM16, TS21, TH16, VOB15, VCG17, Wan18, WG19, WHvdZvdB17, WTV16, WK19, WVZ20, YRWH18, ZZ14, ZSC18, Zim17, ZZE17, ZZ11b, dRR15]. **Research** [MT14, SB14, Clo18]. **Researcher** [SW18, Pil14, PBG+17]. **researchers** [BM14a, BB15, ELB17, Fia14, HHL21, KISS15, Dor19]. **ResearchGate** [HLM16, JDHL17, LOD+19, OGL19, TK15, TK17b]. **researching** [CBAL15]. **resistance** [Eck18]. **Resonance** [Rut21]. **resource** [ALYS16, RC16, RIC18, YCK16]. **resources** [BH15, CH16, CCJ16, DMR+17, PHZ16, TPZ15]. **Response** [Bur20, ADM+20]. **responses** [KK19b, PKB+16]. **Responsibilities** [FHW17]. **restorers** [LO19]. **restricted** [Olt15]. **result** [OA15]. **Results** [TLA+16, WCP+19, BdMA14, FT17, KTS+16, LZ19, PMSA14, SAB+18, UH17, YSAM+21, YZ16, ZX15, ZGBIL17]. **resumption** [WDTC20]. **retail** [RTS+17]. **Rethinking** [Chr17, SW18]. **Retraction** [SRM+17, LC21, Sch18]. **retracement** [TL18]. **Retrieval** [Agu18, Fou19, GGC+19, MS19, AH17, ANo18z, ADL15, ATKD+17, ATKD+18, BK19, Bwa16, BWF14, BBM16, CK16b, CCT14, Eng17a, Eng17b, GÖ16, GSB+16, H21, HT17, Hj15b, Hj15c, HB15, HLB+17, HK17, JBD+19, JKS+16, KKO15, LCK16, Lew15, LBA16, LZZ+21, LCSL15, LB15, LLB20, LPB19, LK14, LJJL17, MWPF17, NSK17, PLPQB20, THC15,

[Abb17, BI17, Baw14, Buc15, Cha14, Col17b, Cox14, Cox15, Cus15, Gui17, Hai16, Hak14, How17, Jon17, Lev15, Mar15, O’C16, Ols16, SR14, Sve15, War15, Wei14b, Zit15, vR17a, Bel16, HK14, Hol15, JLI18, KT16b, KTA17, Lan14, RYE18, ZZ16, Vec14, XDDG18, ZvSvB14]. revisited [BR15a, Boc15b, GAB18, MMALCOM15, Sav19, WvdHS16, Rhe17]. Revisiting [FA19, Moo20, TJ20, FC18]. Revitalizing [CPP16].

reviewer [CB15]. reviewers [GRSFV15a]. Reviews [Abb17, BI17, Baw14, Buc15, Cha14, Col17b, Cox14, Cox15, Cus15, Gui17, Hai16, Hak14, How17, Jon17, Lev15, Mar15, O’C16, Ols16, SR14, Sve15, War15, Wei14b, Zit15, vR17a, Bel16, HK14, Hol15, JLI18, KT16b, KTA17, Lan14, RYE18, ZZ16, Vec14, XDDG18, ZvSvB14]. revisited [BR15a, Boc15b, GAB18, MMALCOM15, Sav19, WvdHS16, Rhe17].


Rocchio-based [THC15]. Rockin [EOG16]. Rogers [Hol15]. Role [CIK17, Wei14a, AGBN16, ALAB19, BBM16, BJR19, CW18, Du14a, GJ16, HWZ20, LM15a, LZ19, MA18a, MR17, NL16, PM18, SB18, SHMC17, Sn17b, TMBA20, WLY19, ZB19, ZHI17, dRR15]. roles [CCCL14, HS17, JGCR15, LMS14, LB15, LDI19]. Romance [The17].


[BWF14, Fou19, RCM+17a, She16, IQDS16, RY18]. Sharing
[TR16, AGM19, BW20, BSG19, Cab16, CKL16, DAT+14, Du14b, EJ14,
HSU16, HT14, HLC15, JS15, JGCR15, JWWV18, KS16, OS15, PYW18,
Pil14, SSS20, SW18, SBA+15, SWL18, WG19, WKJ16]. shelf [MDJ+19].
Sherif [All19]. shift [PR16, TMDZ21]. shine [SHGI16].
Shots [KK19a]. Should [GSG20]. side [SRPS16]. Sigfried [See17].
significance [LBM19a, PLPQB20]. significant [FW19]. Signification
[LI18]. similar [Bar14, GARA+16]. similarities
[KMKL15, MGKA16, ZL16]. Similarity
[CBvEW18, ADD+18, Col15, GARA+16, LKY+20, MYK15, WW15, ZRG16].
similarity-based [Col15]. Simon [McC15]. Simple
[Hal20, Bor15c, Hal17, KS17, PHH+20]. simplification [FDR16]. Simplified
[LLH19]. simulation [MGK20]. since [Hof17, LGST15]. single [BM14a].
Sister [Jan15]. site
[EAB17, JDHL17, KT14a, LOD+19, MKK17, Sav15a, TK17a, TK17c]. Sites
[Hor19, OGL19, CK16a, C16a, EA18, HCC15, LCM17, MK15, Min16,
ZXP18]. situ [HHW+17]. situating [GM19]. Situation [Fou19].
situations [HRB14, XBC16]. Sit [DTDT21, GRS16, The20]. size
[LGST15, Pra15a, JR17, TK17b, YHLG21]. sized [LN17], sizes [LBM19a].
Sleeping [LS16, MA18b, YB18]. SlideShare [TK17c]. Sloan [Hay18].
Slovenia [KMFD15]. Small [OB19, BPB21, KDS+17, KTS+15, LN17].
smaller [GRS16]. smart [LCLM18, MMFA20, RDS20, YB18, dP20].
Smartphone [CS15b]. Smartphone-based [CS15b]. smartphones
[KCL14]. Smith [Fri17]. smoking [ZY15]. smoothing [LBA16]. Social
[Bow19b, CZ16, Cox14, FKY16, GRSFV15d, GB19a, Gre19, Hal19, Hay18,
Hor19, Lan15, Lin14b, MT18b, NTNP19, OGL19, PLL20, PhD20, SLS+19,
Sin16, SV20, ZZLS16, ZAE+19, dSBG19, AMOM16, AYES16, BCZ14,
BTMS16, BDH17, BKM15, BV21, CPP+16, CCC14, CBH16, CCL15, CJ16a,
CY14, CdRM21, DM14, EAB17, EA18, HH19, HHL21, HCC15, JdR17, JS15,
JH15, JDHL17, KT14a, KGP+20, LCM17, LOD+19, LJK21, LLD+17,
LWM+19, Lia17, LML16, LVCX14, LCSL15, LCL16, LCL17, LDS+19, LZ21,
LCWL18, MMFA20, Mar16, MSW+19, Mill14, MK15, Min16, MT14, MAM19,
MGIW16, OS15, OVE14, PHZ16, POK15, Par19, PP19, PB+20,
RKL14, RC16, RGVPS19, Rub15, SMRR16, SY17, SMW14, Shm18, SK14b,
SLCS18, SWLH17, SWZ19, TG15, TK17a, TG17, Vau16, VS14, Wu19,
XZ19, ZY15, ZC+20, ZXP18, ZPL+20]. social [ZGB16, ZH17, ZZ11b,
An17u, CLSS14, DOM+14, LPW14, Sto20, TK14, Fre18, Pan21].
Social-media-based [CZ16, An17u]. Societal [FHW17]. Society
socio-epistemic [DS15]. socio-semantic [HL20]. sociological [BF18].
sociology [GD18, Riv15]. sociotechnical [SSC17]. softcover [He18, See17].
Software [CA20, HB16, Aji17, CK16b, Fre15, YRWH18]. solidarity
[Ano14, SMAB09]. **Solo** [CHH14]. **solutions** [Bor15c]. **solve** [Kos21]. **solving** [Sin16]. **Some** [Mal15, Egg14a, LR14]. **Someone** [SSA20]. **something** [Kit19]. **Sonnenwald** [Hje17a]. **Sons** [Bru18]. **sophisticated** [FDR16]. **sound** [Gia18]. **Source** [KSB20, WC14, Aji17, CHJ20, CRGG17, SMRR16, SBIT14, STAH14, WvdHS16, YZ17, Zha14b]. **source-based** [STAH14]. **sourced** [CPP+16]. **Sources** [RR20, QH20, Sil20, ZB19, ZH17]. **South** [POK15]. **sovereignty** [MMFA20]. **space** [MGKA16, WV15]. **spaces** [KKZS20, RTS+17, SLS+19, VP19]. **Spain** [GD18, RA14]. **Spamming** [KIH16, SS17]. **Spanish** [Ano14, AGGTGL18, Bor16c, DFB14, PMGB+21, SMAB09]. **Spanish-** [Ano14, SMAB09]. **Spatial** [SE16]. **spatiotemporal** [STD15]. **speaking** [HCC15, The20, Mar15]. **Spear** [Fri17]. **special** [AGBK19, Ano18z, GMW19, MWPF17]. **Specialism** [SLS20]. **specialty** [LG14, NF15]. **specific** [AWC18, AKAS14, Bor16a, Chi19, DDB16, SGLF17, SZZ14, Zha14c]. **Specifying** [BdMA14]. **Spectroscopy** [MBBL14]. **spectrum** [CV20]. **spectra** [Sil20]. **speculation** [CTM16]. **speech** [Esk20]. **Spiteri** [Pan21]. **spoken** [STCS17]. **sporadic** [BPB21]. **spotted** [LdN17]. **Spread** [Kos20]. **Springer** [All19, Ama19, Fra21, Fre18, Gui17, He18, Jul20, Uns18]. **SQA** [RCM+17a]. **square** [BS17]. **stabilities** [WN15]. **stability** [FDC20, LS21]. **stable** [MDJ+19]. **Stack** [YHLG21]. **Stage** [Sav18a, LS17, LB15, SVG14]. **Stage-based** [Sav18a]. **stages** [HHW15, LLB16, MYK15, RJS19, ZZ21b]. **stages-A** [ZZ21b]. **stakeholder** [SBA+15, WWL16]. **stakeholder-driven** [SBA+15]. **Stakeholders** [DBG21]. **stamped** [SHQ+16]. **standard** [Mal15]. **Standards** [Fur20]. **Stanislaw** [Bru14]. **star** [TZK20]. **stars** [DBG21]. **start** [ACL17, MBAG16]. **state** [DM14, LWPG+19, Sto20, ZZE17, Sav15b, Sav16b]. **state-of-the-art** [DM14]. **statements** [LML16]. **states** [RB14, PK15, RN16, SH19]. **Statistical** [LMB19a, KKO15, PLPQB20]. **statistics** [BS17, TW16a, Aji17]. **stature** [CHH+17]. **status** [YCL20]. **Stefano** [He18]. **Stein** [O’H18]. **STEM** [SR16]. **Stemmer** [KF16]. **step** [JLC16]. **Stephann** [Erd18]. **Stephen** [Rog15, Zha19]. **Steps** [Li14a]. **steroid** [HGCKDR16]. **Steve** [Jon17, Rhe17]. **stick** [Fra21]. **sticky** [BL14]. **still** [Bor14a, KPS20]. **stimuli** [HBS15]. **Sting** [H17]. **STM** [Bud17]. **Stochastic** [FT17]. **Stock** [Ama19, Sar16, IWM+19, Sar16]. **stone** [HNX18]. **stop** [LPB19]. **stopping** [LPB19]. **storage** [Hjo15b]. **stories** [KT17b, SGS21]. **Storing** [All19]. **Story** [LCLBY17, Lev20, TC17]. **Story-focused** [LCLBY17]. **Strategic** [RRHL17]. **strategies** [DSBG21, KMD16, MBW+14, NB15, QHH20, Sav16b, STAH14, Yu14]. **strategy** [GAS+20, TPZ15]. **stream** [ZS19]. **streams** [GOdR18]. **strength** [Riv15, Shm18, WL14a]. **strengths** [ADC15, ZZL+14]. **string** [KK20]. **Structural** [Shm18, DPPV14, GK14, LQ14, SBZ+14, TW16a, VG18]. **Structure**
MR19, MGK20, NSK17, PMGB+21, Ric18, XJBK17, ZZLS16, ZYS17, Lin14b].

**System-Initiated** [LBM+19b], **systematic** [Bel16, EA18, LKKP16, MOM+15, OMM+14, PEG+19, ZSX15].

**Systematically** [GHKB+19b], **systemic** [LKKP16, MOM+15, OMM+14, PEG+19, ZSX15].

Systematically [SSS20], **systems** [CS15b, FMD19, GTZZ14, HBS15, HW15, LCK16, Lev20, LI14a, LPU15, LWPG+19, NGTKR15, PRRC18, SVK17, SWL18, YP16, ZHGY18]. **Szostak** [Gui17].

**T** [Bor14a, Buc20, Hak14]. **Table** [Ano16y, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano17z, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y]. **tables** [CHH14, HCKH15, MA18b]. **tablet** [MD16]. **Tackling** [Cox15]. **tactics** [XJBK17]. **tag** [BAG17, JSW14, MBAG16, SZJ+21, TTH16], **taggers** [CK14]. **tagging** [Cho15, CS16c, ILTBH15, PHZF16, Pan21, WXLBO15]. **tags** [CPP+16, EHDvO17, KK16, KL14, ILTBH15, LK14, PHZF16, XZ19]. **tailored** [KF16]. **take** [JS15, JWWV18]. **take-up** [JS15]. **taken** [LYCX14], **Takes** [See17]. **Taking** [FSK+16, ZXL18, ZRG16], **tale** [Fra21]. **talent** [ZZE17]. **Talk** [MCSB19, MWMB18], **Tammera** [Erd18]. **target** [Hil14b]. **targeted** [NLP16, SCLS18]. **Task** [HK17, LLH19, CBM17, Du14b, Grc16, Kim15, Lai15, LB15, OHP16, SJ17, WOJB17, WDT120, ZF19]. **task-based** [Lai15], **task-driven** [Du14b]. **tasks** [AGJ+16, Bor15c, EH15, KKZS20, LB15, SJ17, STS14, SHG16, SHV+15, TT17, VSJR19, WSVPK16, Xia14, ZBKG14, XZLC18]. **Tatjana** [Cho19]. **Taxonomy** [KB17, CDL18, FSK+16, ZXL18], **teams** [LYCX14]. **tech** [LWPG, ZF19]. **technical** [KB17], **technique** [Har14]. **Techniques** [Sav18b], **Technologicae** [Bru14]. **technologies** [GS18, JS15, RRHL17, SRPS16, STD15, Cha14]. **Technology** [Ano14, BVH15, SSA20, AGBK19, AGBN16, Bat21, DB17b, FA19, GW18, Hli14a, Hof17, KT14a, KSL19, LL17, LB16, MBVB17, NF15, PM18, WG19, FM14, O'H18, Rog15], **technology-mediated** [Bat21], **technology-rich** [KSL19]. **TED** [PYH16], **Teen** [CBH16, EWX+16]. **Telecommunications** [Wei14b], **Telehabilitation** [NTNP19], **television** [SP17], **template** [YHL+21], **temples** [HNX18]. **Temporal** [GHMW17, LCLM18, MAM19, Sav18a, LS17, RJ19, RCM+17b, SRG+16, TS16, WLC14]. **Temporality** [BCAL15]. **Tencent** [LTD+15], **Tensions** [Kha19]. **Term** [HB21, BRL20, CL17, CLA+16, DLA14, KMD16, Ko15], **term-weighting** [Ko15], **terminologies** [SM18]. **Terminology** [GTZZ14, TPR17], **terms** [LdMA16, RN16], **territories** [ADC15]. **test** [FN17a, Gre16, LBP19, PDSB16, PB16]. **Testing**
[AvS16, MBD15, Riv15, SLM15, WG19, CBH16, MVL+14, PDŠB16, SWSZ19].
tests [PLPQB20]. Texas [Hjo17a]. Text
[BDA+18, KCZ+14, Sav15b, Sav16b, Sav18b, AFL+14, Cab16, DFB14,
DGdST19, GodR18, KF16, KLI17, Ko15, LCB+18, LLB20, LZ21, McC15,
MDC+16, MH16, MRKT15, MSI+19, SRG+16, VG18, XC17, XZ19, ZS14b,
ZS16, ZYL18, ZSC18, DMD16]. text-segments [XC17]. text-sharing
[DGGdST19, GHKB+17, KMJR18, LML16]. Thanks [GB16, MT20].
their [Bor17, CO18, Che15, HHL21, HCD A15, JAG+20, KK16, KTPE14,
LC21, MRKT15, SL21, SWL18, TM15, Tsi16, VNX18, YCL20, YCK16].

Thelwall [Agu18]. them [MBW+14]. Thematic [SV20].
their [Bor17, CO18, Che15, HHL21, HCD A15, JAG+20, KK16, KTPE14,
LC21, MRKT15, SL21, SWL18, TM15, Tsi16, VNX18, YCL20, YCK16].

Thesauri [Wei14a, Eng17a, Hj15a, WKC14]. Thesaurus [KMKL15, Los16].
these [GARA+16, MWM+18]. Things [MCSB19, Saw19]. thirty
[NGTKR15]. Thomas [Car14b]. Thought [SV20, FMD19]. Thousand
[Hay18, TR17]. thread [BBM16]. Threads [OGL19]. threat [HKBB18].
Three [SC17, Pra14a, VP19, WK16]. three-class [Pra14a].
three-dimensional [Pra14a]. Threshold [CZZY15, DMMF17]. thresholds
[BdMA14]. Thylstrup [Con20]. tie [Shn18]. ties [Cro15a, SMW14, ZB19].
Tijana [Bow19b]. Tim [MSdG19]. Time
[EHdBvO17, Fie16, DAT+14, KK19b, LB15, RBJ18a, RBJ18b, SHQ+16,
TSRG16, Vas15, WZK+18, ZZ21a, ZGBIL17, ZSMF15, SR15]. Time-based
[EHdBvO17]. Time-dependent [Fie16]. time-stamped [SHQ+16]. times
[JAG+20]. titled [Col17]. Today [Rou17, Eng17b]. together [TT17].
TOIM [LTD+17]. Tom [Hak14]. tomographic [LKKS17]. Toni [Car14a].
Tonkin [Sav18b]. tool [AMGR18, DMD16, DPN16, ZCW17, dHS17].
Tools [Sav18b, DM14, IQDS16, TK17d, WG19, WV18, ZSX15]. top
[Bor15b, Hal14, MMALCOM15, ZMJ14]. Topic
[BLGbh21, KBS18, KK19a, LTD+15, ABL17, AFR18, BMG+17, CCT14,
DC14, HL20, HDZ+15, LN17, LB15, LLB16, LX17, Mat15, MCY+21, PS19,
SHQ+16, Sta18, ST16c, XZW+19, Yan15, ZZLS16]. topic-based [ZZLS16].
Topic-Irrelevant [KK19a]. Topic-level [LTD+15, Yan15]. topic-related
[CCT14, Sta18]. Topic-Related [KK19a]. topical [SKL17]. topicality
[HSK15]. topics [SLLL17, VZRP15, Wan18, ZZSL17, HRB14]. topology
[SJK15]. Total [PSB17, OMTSLC15, PSB16]. tourist [ADL15]. Tourte
[Sav18b]. trace [TH16, YL14]. traces [LML16, MA18a]. Tracing
[MA18a, MHMW17, Tab14, LCHL14]. tracked [JAG+20]. Tracking
[BCAL15, DC14, FA19, GHW17, KTS+15]. trade [WXLBO15]. trade-off
[WXLBO15]. trading [YZ17]. traditional [AZE+19]. training


xiaomi [PPLJ20]. Xie [Abb17]. XML [DPPV14, MNNK15, SJK14]. XV [Sto20].
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